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Decolonizing the Imagination

Artists' Exchanges

CUBA:

by Dôi Tuer

Barricades of ideas are worth more than barricades of stone.

José Martí. Our America
In December of 1987, as I walked off a plane to attend the ninth International Festival of New Latin American Cinema in Havana, into the sweet, sticky night air of Cuba’s tropical socialism, I began an exploration of art and revolution that has led me in many directions. This exploration, lived out as a series of encounters with artists and their work, touched on the history, dreams and politics of a post-revolutionary Cuba. It revealed a dynamic culture where oppression and revolutionary visions intertwined. It brought into sharp focus the challenge of the Cuban context to a Western modernist paradigm that separates art from politics and artists from ideology. Similar to efforts of other Canadians forging cultural links with revolutionary Cuba, I was engaged with an articulation both of cultural difference and cultural solidarity. In so doing, I sought to reach across the barricades of north-south tensions and east-west antagonisms—to reach towards the construction of a cross-cultural dialogue.

In particular, the activities of two Canadians—London, Ontario artist Ron Benner and Toronto programmer/writer David Mcintosh—intersected with and enriched my own project. David Mcintosh, as co-curator of a series of independently produced video and film by young Cubans, “Chronicles of My Family” (1991), provided an overview of Cuban work addressing themes of identity and community, self-representation and nation. Seeking to “establish a dialogue between what is specific and that which unites us despite nationality,” Mcintosh emphasized the importance not only of learning about each other, but from each other. Ron Benner, together with London artist Jamelie Hassan, organized gallery exhibitions in Toronto and London in 1988 and 1990 that introduced Canadians to a new generation of Cuban artists at the time of the revolution. Providing the opportunity for Conjunto Cartagena Castellanos, Rogelio Lopez Marin and Humberto Castro in 1988 and Jose Bedia and Maria Magdalena Campos Pons in 1990 to travel to Canada with their work, the exhibitions raised issues of postmodernism and the politics of location vis á vis art and the context in which it is shown.1

A reciprocal exhibition was held in Havana at Casa de las Americas (1988) featuring works by Ron Benner, Greg Curnoe, Murray Favro, Jamelie Hassan and Fern Helfand and accompanied by a catalogue with a text by Christopher Dewdney.2 Introducing Cubans to artists based in London, Ontario, the pieces in the exhibition ranged in theme from the messages of political resistance embedded in Jamelie Hassan’s ceramic replicas of cultural artifacts (Common Knowledge, 1981/82) and Murray Favro’s recycled objects of everyday life (Bicycle, 1988) to the geographic specificity of Ron Benner’s photo-installation of a puma caged by the rocks of Lake Erie (Place of the Puma, 1982/85) and Fern Helfand’s photo-installation of tourists caged by Niagara Falls (Tourists at Niagara Falls, 1988). To advertise the exhibition, Greg Curnoe designed a poster based on his Map of North America (1972), an artwork that redraws the political boundaries of the Americas by eliminating the United States and joining Mexico to Canada. Plastered on walls across Havana, the poster of a North America sans America erased the reference point of dominant ideology with one bold stroke and simultaneously invoked the complexity of conceiving a cross-cultural dialogue. Projecting the idealistic map that Curnoe has drawn onto a landscape of regional and global politics, however, I quickly discovered how difficult it is to engage the complexity that Curnoe has posited. For in seeking to reframe artistic practices as specific to their own histories and contingencies, one moves from a world of imaginary mapping to a territory where the centre exerts an overwhelming magnetic pull.

As the first social revolution to unfold in the Americas, Cuba’s rupture with western capitalism in 1959 had serious repercussions for the traditional periphery centre paradigm and for the cultural hegemony of the United States in the region. Privileging art as a tool of social reflection and social change, post-revolutionary Cuba directly challenged modernist values that permeated an understanding of culture in Western society. The operative separation of individual creativity from collective ideology, high art...
from mass culture and aesthetics from politics that constructed the parameters of modern art at the centre no longer shaped the terms of artistic practice at the margins. With an extensive literary, cinematic and visual arts infrastructure offering resources and support for progressive artists from around the developing world, Cuba became a centre in its own right. Providing a context for artistic expression that was integral to popular struggles for national liberation and cultural self-determination, Cuba was a reference point for the construction of a post-colonial culture.

In contrast to the centrality of Cuba to post-colonial movements in Latin America and the Third World, North American interpretations of Cuban culture tended to marginalize artistic contribution and focus instead on issues of state control and "freedom of expression." Employing a strategy described by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak as an "information retrieval mechanism," by which Third World events and texts are isolated "as tokens within a different cultural economy," United States' media and academics fix on specific examples to decry the interdependence of Cuban politics and culture. Events such as the "Padilla Affair" of 1971 in which Herberto Padilla, poet and infante terrible of the Cuban avant-garde, was arrested and subsequently confessed to "serious transgressions" against the revolution illicitly strong condemnation of Cuban government from across the political spectrum in North America. Cultural policies established by Cuba's Socio Nacional de Educacion y Cultura in the same year, proclaiming that "culture in a socialist society is not the exclusive property of the elite but rather the activity of the masses? were denounced by western media as repressive and dogmatic. Culinating in a blackout of information about Cuban art in western art circles, this outcry over the lack of freedom of expression in Cuba also allowed the centre to assert its dominance over the terms of art debate.

In an essay entitled "Caliban: Notes Toward a Discussion of Culture in Our America" (1971), Cuban theorist Roberto Fernandez Retamar suggests that this equation between a politicized culture and an infringement on artistic freedom is but one manifestation of deeply embedded colonial attitudes underlying a modernist perspective on art. Identifying a series of hierarchical oppositions between the Old and the New World, development and underdevelopment, civilization and the primitive, Retamar describes an encounter with a European journalist who asked him in all sincerity, "Does a Latin American culture exist?"

He argues that the journalist's question casts into doubt "our very existence, our human reality itself... since it suggests that we would be but a dismemberd echo of what occurs elsewhere." For Retamar, post-revolutionary Cuba becomes the reply to the journalist's question, providing a location from which artists and intellectuals can refuse the centre's terms of reference and undermine the colonizer's imagination. Proposing to understand the development of Cuban culture as a cohesive stance against an irremediable colonial condition, Retamar argues that Cuba's struggle to link culture to social and economic transformations contains the issue of artistic expression within revolutionary parameters. In so doing, Cuba offered a politics of location from which to envision an imagination of resistance to affirm the existence of a Latin American culture.

For the new generation of Cuban artists formed by a revolutionary context, an imagination of resistance is rooted both in an anti-imperialist stance and in a profound debate over the relationship of culture to consciousness that developed during the early years of the revolution. Focused on the potential to remodel human consciousness through educational and ideological initiatives, this debate was reflectively cultural through the revolution's embrace of both the artistic experimentation of an avant-garde and the populist goals of mass participation. Institutions such as the Casa de las Americas and the Instituto Cubano de Arte y Industria Cinematografica were founded to support an intellectual and aesthetic vanguard. Appeals to an activist base took place through the formation of rural boarding schools (Escuelas en el Campo) and neighbourhood community centres (CDR) as well as the mass mobilizations of the Literacy Campaign of 1961, with its aim to "develop a love of country and a love for workers and peasants - for people as the creators of labour and the source of all social wealth," and its army of a hundred thousand volunteer teachers.

Seeking to liberate "artists and intellectuals from the prison of an exclusive and narrow public which was maimed and deformed in its taste," the embrace of a broad cultural spectrum also had the effect of exacerbating inherent tensions between populist and vanguard aesthetics and between urban and rural values. Culinating in an ideological polemic over the role of the artist and artistic form within socialism, these tensions were the subject of Che Guevara's essay "Man and Socialism in Cuba" (1965). It was Guevara's condemnation of social realism as a frozen form "born of the art of the last century," and his emphasis on the necessity of culture to confront in the ideological sphere "the extraordinary weight of ideas, habits, and concepts that society has accumulated for centuries" through artistic innovation that set the conceptual stage for the generation of artists that has come to prominence in the 1980s. Privileging the role of technology, youth and education in a heroic effort to end all commodification, Guevara's projection of a morally charged socialism is reflected by the heirs of an idealistic legacy who also seek links between subjective expression and material change, political engagement and formal experimentation.

Framed by post-colonial struggles to shed the constrictions of the centre and by revolutionary visions of culture as a cipher of collective values, the work of the Cuban artists who exhibited in Canada in 1988 and 1990 revealed a fascination with idealist iconography and populist/traditional imagery. Baring the postmodernist signage of kitsch, appropriation and bricolage aesthetics, the works used American-
Of all the artists whose work was exhibited in Canada, José Bedia articulated most cogently a concern in his work to map a critical dialogue between cultural contexts. Seeking to undermine the colonizer's imagination, Bedia's investigation of Afro-Cuban and native American traditions has led him to occupy a frontier between non-western and western values, to attempt a synthesis between "primitive" and "modern" artistic practices. Whether drawing from his experiences as a soldier in Angola to construct installations that simultaneously express solidarity with African liberation movements and a degree to transcend the inhumanity of war or visiting the shaman of the Crow Peoples (1984–91) for the production of an ethnographic of the "primitive" and the "modern," Bedia's occupation of this frontier is both a political and conceptual act of cultural solidarity. His drawings — inscriptions of resistance to a cultural imperialism that extends back in time five hundred years — delineate the difference between a universalizing colonialism equating the primitive with the Third World with the illiterate and a revolutionary specificity eradicate illiteracy and privileging popular culture. As the guardian of memory and liberator of violence, Bedia's syntheses of the "primitive" and the "modern" is based on a transmutation of the past into a popular and dynamic representation of cultural difference.

Ironic, the dawn of 1992 witnessed a crescendo of memories of resistance at the same time that the political space for the affirmation of cultural difference throughout the Third World is being radically diminished. The Cuba of the 1980s, in which work such as José Bedia's emerged, continues in the 1990s to proclaim its defiance of the capitalist weltgeist of the 1980s. But with Lenin's statues toppling across Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union in disintegration and developing nations abandoning economic nationalism for World Bank handouts, struggles for economic and cultural self-determination at the periphery confront the increasing domination of a U.S.-engineered New World order. Never has the need for the construction of a cross-cultural dialogue seemed more urgent or more shadowed by a centre-periphery imperialism.

For me, in this context, Ron Benner's recently completed installation As The Crow Flies (1984–91) offers a complement to Bedia's call for cultural solidarity and my own explorations of these issues. Seven years in the making, this mixed media photographic installation encompasses documentation of voyages crossing the Americas and spawned, among other things, the Cuban-Canadian cultural exchanges. Photographing north and south views of specific points along the latitudes of 81.14 and 79.23, Benner links the seemingly disconnected geographies of Port Hope to Port Stanley to see the northern view of Cuba's sandy beaches. Placing documentation of the cultural geographies of plants and architecture between the photographs on the gallery walls and drawing the outline of oceans and political boundaries on the gallery floor, Benner proceeds to challenge the conceptual as well as perceptual boundaries that divide peoples and cultures.

Dislocating and relocating the viewer within a prism of geographical landmarks, As The Crow Flies suggests that the remapping of a centre-periphery paradigm is not as simple as Carney's elimination of the United States as a territorial reality, but neither is it an impossible dream. For as As The Crow Flies suggests, the distances between Cuba and Canada and among indigenous cultures of resistance are not as vast as the colonizers have imagined.

Dot Tuer is a Toronto-based writer who has written extensively on film, video and the visual arts. She has a particular interest in the development of artists' institutions and politics in Canada and in Latin America. She teaches at the Ontario College of Art.

The author would like to thank Alberto Gironi for his input during the writing of this article.
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